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An example profile collected southwest of Birmingham, AL at 4:45 pm on August 30th.  The 

vertical structure is determined either chemically using long-lived CO (or extinction) and short-

lived isoprene concentrations, or meteorologically using the virtual potential temperature profile.

Vertical Profiles of Extinction Over the Southeast US in Summer 2013
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Hypothesis: Summertime AOT in the SEUS is dominated by Secondary Organic Aerosol (SOA).

Evidence: • Strong correlation between geographic regions of high biogenic emissions and 

enhanced summertime AOT.

• AOT is enhanced by a factor of ~3 in the summer.

• BUT, surface aerosol mass is only enhanced by a factor of < 2.

Corollary:  SOA must be enhanced above the surface.

Conclusion of this work: An enhanced aerosol layer aloft was not observed in summer 2013 

over the SEUS.  However, the aerosol was enhanced relative to CO aloft in the boundary layer 

and the transition layer.  With emissions higher in the past, could this mechanism (poor-mixing 

and increasing age with altitude) produce a enhanced aerosol layer aloft?
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Each profile is normalized to the top of the boundary and the bottom of the free troposphere. 

The median profile is constructed from the normalized profiles. The thickness of transition 

layer varies from nothing (0 m) to greater than 2 km. Entrainment of cleaner air from the free 

troposphere deceases concentrations in the transition layer. The transition layers are also the 

layers where clouds are present.

Vertical profiles during SENEX

Profiles of Aerosol Composition
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The aerosol over the SEUS is dominated by organics in each layer. However, the 

organic fraction decreases with altitude in the boundary layer and the transition 

layer. The sulfate fraction is enhanced in the transition layer and gas-phase SO2 is 

reduced. The lifetime of SO2 suggests that the transition layer has not been 

influenced by the surface for hours or perhaps a day.

Lifetime =

~2 days

Bkg CO  = 75 ppbv

This analysis uses 32 profiles collected during 6 research flights over Mississippi, Alabama,  

Georgia. Both spiral and slant profiles are included.  During this profiles, the boundary layer 

convection was characterized by shallow cumulus clouds typically without precipitation. 

Example Profile
Aerosol extinction is a proxy for submicron aerosol loading and is comparable to 

satellite-based measurements.  A hygroscopic growth model is used to interpolate 

and extrapolate dry and humidified measurements to ambient RH. 
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Profiles of Aerosol Extinction

The vertical structure of the atmosphere affects surface concentrations, transport, and 

aging of aerosol and trace gases.  This analysis presents average vertical profiles over the 

southeast US collected from the NASA DC8 aircraft during the SEAC4RS field study in August 

and September 2013.  The vertical profiles are described by three layers: a boundary layer, a 

transition layer, and the free troposphere.  The transition layer has recently been in contact with 

the surface but is not actively mixing with the lower layer.  Profiles of aerosol extinction are used 

to evaluate a recently proposed hypothesis of enhance SOA production aloft in the SEUS.   

CO is commonly used as a conserved tracer of anthropogenic emissions, but is also a 

product of VOC oxidation, i.e. isoprene. Typically, aerosol and CO concentrations are 

broadly correlated because of similar sources and lifetimes longer than the boundary layer 

mixing time. In SEUS profiles, the ratio of extinction to CO increases with altitude in the 

boundary layer and the transition layer.
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Proposed Hypothesis - Enhanced SOA Production Aloft

Comparison with SENEX
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An identical analysis of the SENEX dataset in June 2013 shows similar results:

Aerosol composition:

Aerosol Extinction:

Ratio of Extinction to CO:


